
Ambience & Experience 
As passengers travel through the airport, the

moods and experiential offerings shift and

change to offer a wide variety of options that

appeal to all passengers. The Nashville Airports

Experience (NAE) should:

• Express the warm, welcoming, diverse and

vibrant Nashville of the present and future.

• Capture the essence of Nashville as a

gracious and charming home town.
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INSPIRATION

Interior design concepts developed for BNA continue the architectural gestures

throughout the terminal developed in the 20% Design, with an emphasis on

Nashville’s unique culture and natural beauty including inspiration from the

Experiential Themes.

� CUMBERLAND FOREST: The influence of the natural environment of

Nashville and Middle Tennessee weaves its way throughout the airport,

informing the scale, form and use of local natural materials.

� MUSIC CITY: Inspired by the forms and structure of music and

instruments, the roof forms, patterns and rhythms tie the terminal in to the

unique culture of “Music City”.

� SWEET HOME NASHVILLE: Inspired by the patterns and textures of

the vibrant and diverse neighborhoods and people of Nashville, the airport

will connect travelers with local food, culture and music, thereby becoming

another seamless extension of the city.

As the three Experiential Themes were explored further, several pairs of juxtaposing

concepts emerged found throughout Nashville imagery. The following concepts

reflect the city’s multifaceted personalities and inspired the final color schemes and

material selections.

INTERIOR CONCEPTS 
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I N T E R I O R C O N C E P T S

INSPIRATION

The color scheme draws inspiration from the natural beauty of Nashville.

Expansive wood ceilings set the tone for a warm and welcoming aesthetic. Color

DNA is extracted from images and fragments of the city and surrounding areas

based on the Organic, Muted, Serene and Warm interior concepts. Various warm

grays and whites are used to create a neutral background for the terminal, while

pops of green, orange and amber accents are applied in strategic areas to define

zones; reinforce wayfinding; and promote visual interests. Organic geometry and

playful patterns are used throughout the terminal to further emphasize an edgy and

modern design. A mixture of specialty materials such as resin, patterned glass and

textural metals are used in key focal points, amenities and millwork.

COLOR DNA & MATERIALS
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INTERIOR DESIGN BEST PRACTICES

Interior spaces should have a fluid concept that is present in all areas of the

terminal. Apparent concepts provide a consistent story and goal for passengers

that helps structure and simplify their travel through the space. By incorporating

the concept into even the most minor details, the space can maintain a cohesive

feeling and allows the passenger to leave with the specific ‘take-aways’ that the

designer intended. Terminals should provide a sense of relief to passengers.

Material selection has the potential to reduce the stress level of passengers. Often

this is attained by warm color palettes, and comforting materials that help them

relax. Cold and sterile palettes can cause passengers anxiety and force them to

focus on racing through the terminal to their gate. Warm and welcoming color

schemes entice passengers to slow down and enjoy their surroundings, ultimately

leading to greater use of terminal amenities and spending at concessions.

INTUITIVE WAYFINDING AND VIEW CORRIDORS

Making one’s way through an unfamiliar airport can be stressful. When combined

with the deadline of making it to a gate before boarding, this can lead to

passengers feeling discomfort or discontent. Because of this, it is a best practice

for design elements to reinforce the flow and provide subconscious hints as to

where to go in the building. This wayfinding technique can be introduced through

subtle and suggestive patterning in the floor, orientation of lighting and ceiling

panels. Providing view corridors is another method of intuitive wayfinding. Visibility

to the airfield, even if it is not at a passenger’s specific gate, reinforces that they

are in the right place and can reduce tension. It also allows passengers to feel

comfortable spending more time shopping in concessions, or eating in

restaurants, because they feel they can quickly return to their gate.

LOCALLY SOURCED MATERIALS

Where possible, use of materials that are locally sourced presents the airport

interior as a gateway to the city, and reinforces the ‘sense of place.’ Guided by a

palette of material that hints at the city’s identity, airports have a chance to shape

the passengers first or last impression.

AMENITIES

Amenities are a resource for terminals to keep passengers engaged. Airports are

often considered a time sink, as time spent waiting is considered wasted. Instead,

when passengers can explore amenities and view them as things they would likely

do if they were not at the airport, their experience is enhanced and their mood is

improved. Providing a variety of amenities to passengers, such as lounges,

entertainment zones and art galleries makes the passenger’s time productive, and

for the airport, profitable. Children’s play areas, quiet rest areas and technology

zones provide moments of relief from transitory space that defines most of the

airport.

ART AND CULTURE

To further highlight the distinctive cultural attractions, history, and identity of the

airport’s location, art programs such as MNAA’s Art at the Airport program, are

frequently a highlight of terminal design. Art and art programs supply passengers

with a great way to spend time while waiting for fights. It is also an opportunity to

educate visitors on the history and culture of the city.

INTERIOR FINISH SYSTEMS 
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OVERVIEW
Terrazzo is a sustainable, durable, low maintenance and seamless flooring

material that is ideal for airports and unique floor patterns. Terrazzo is proposed in

all major public circulation areas of Concourse D and the Main Terminal.

The terrazzo pattern takes cues from with the natural passenger flow paths and

integration of the pulse and rhythm concept identified during passenger flow

studies. Major decision points and concession nodes are emphasized for intuitive

wayfinding and to draw attention to entertainment venues. There are also

opportunities for commissioned art medallions at many of these locations.

The pattern utilizes warm grey tonal values to create a subtle and engaging

pattern through the circulation areas. Color selections and pattern should reflect

the fresh and welcoming feelings so prevalent in Nashville.

PROJECT 1 OBJECTIVES
The Project 1 Team is responsible for, but not limited to:

• Finalizing specific terrazzo colors and aggregate mixes. Refer to the Appendix

for preliminary suggested aggregate.

• Finalizing detailed terrazzo pattern drawings. Special consideration is needed

with regards to how the Project 1 terrazzo will seamlessly tie together with

that of Projects 3 and 4 as applicable.

• Determining modular layout for zinc strips with integration of proposed

terrazzo pattern. Provide consideration for other established modulation in the

structural grid, wall and ceiling materials.

• Defining areas to be constructed with the final floor terrazzo finish vs. a

temporary floor finish. This may apply to areas such as the interim security

checkpoints and ticketing areas in the Main Terminal on Ticketing Level.

*All final color, aggregate mixes and pattern to be reviewed and approved by

MNAA.

PROJECT 3 AND 4 OBJECTIVES
The Project 3 and 4 Teams are responsible for, but not limited to:

• Coordinating with Project 1 Team and MNAA for the final terrazzo colors and

recipe specifications. Control samples from Project 1 to be provided as

required.

• Finalizing detailed terrazzo pattern drawings with consideration for how the

Project 3 and 4 terrazzo will seamlessly tie together with that of Project 1

terrazzo.

• Translating the zinc strip modulation established by Project 1 as required for

Project 3 and 4 areas.

TERRAZZO
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I N S P I R A T I O N

A series of undulating lines sweep through the terminal mimicking the physical properties of a sound wave.

These lines gently direct passengers throughout the airport and serve as a key wayfinding tool by highlighting

major travel paths. This organic pattern winds through the terminal highlighting key experiential areas for

passengers. Sweeping motions culminate in key areas of the terminal to create an opportunity for commissioned

art medallions to reinforce the identity of Nashville, and the sense of place associated with BNA.



T I C K E T I N G  L E V E L  F L O O R  P A T T E R N
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